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ABSTRACT 

Structural versatility of Metal-organic frameworks: Synthesis and 

Characterization 

Norah Alsadun 

 

Metal-Organic Frameworks (MOFs), an emerging class of porous crystalline materials, have 

shown promising properties for diverse applications such as catalysis, gas storage and separation. 

The high degree of tunability of MOFs vs other solid materials enable the assembly of advanced 

materials with fascinating properties for specific applications. Nevertheless, the precise control in 

the construction of MOFs at the molecular level remains challenging. Particularly, the formation 

of pre-targeted multi-nuclear Molecular Building Block (MBB) precursors to unveil materials with 

targeted structural characteristics is captivating. The aim of my master project in the continuous 

quest of the group of Prof. Eddaoudi in exploring different synthetic pathways to control the 

assembly of Rare Earth (RE) based MOF. After giving a general overview about MOFs, I will 

discuss in this thesis the results of my work on the use of tri-topic oriented organic carboxylate 

building units with the aim to explore the assembly/construction of new porous RE based MOFs. 

In chapter 2 will discuss the assembly of 3-c linkers with RE metals was then evaluated based on 

symmetry and angularity of the three connected linkers. The focus of chapter 3 is cerium based 

MOFs and heterometallic system, based on 3-c ligands with different length and symmetry. 

Overall, the incompatibility of 3-c ligands with the 12-c cuo MBB did not allow to any formation 

of higher neuclearity (˃6), but it has resulted in affecting the connectivity of the cluster.  
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Chapter 1  

Introduction to Metal-organic Frameworks: design strategies and 

characterization of MOF materials 

1.1 Introduction 

Starting from the 1990’s, the design and prosperity of Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have 

attracted a considerable attention in the scientific community. In the field of porous materials, 

Metal-organic frameworks are extensive classes of crystalline materials built up by linking, 

through coordination bonds, metal ions or oxo-clusters and organic ligands, which can be di-, tri- 

and poly topic.1  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Scheme showing the inorganic building blocks, organic building blocks.  

 

Among other porous materials, MOFs are known to have high structural diversity with both 

organic and inorganic functionality and also tunable metrics and porosity.2 MOFs exhibit potential 

in various applications such as gas storage, separation, catalysis, drug delivery and many other 

energy related application.2-5  a way that promises to provide solid state materials with desired 
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mechanical, chemical, electronic properties, which means the deliberate development and 

construction of crystal structure from molecular components is crystal engineering. 6 

The conventional strategy by Robson and coworkers “node and spacer approach” to guide the 

design of porous coordination polymers, was firstly introduced by Wells in order to interpret 

zeolite structures and later on became the foundation design strategy of the crystalline materials. 

Using this method, ditopic organic linkers and metal ions serve as linear spacers and nodes, 

respectively, for the construction of infinite frameworks.7 The initial work of Robson led to the 

development of coordination polymers or by different significance MOFs, via induction of Wells 

work from pure inorganic to the field of MOFs. One of the early examples of MOFs was from 

pyridine based ligands as nitrogen donor coordinated to single metal ion.8 This was followed by 

the isolation of variety of MOFs from ditopic bipyridine ligand and single metal ions and later on 

by introduction of different angles between the nitrogen atoms (e.g. pyrimidine and azolate), in 

addition to inserting polytopic linkers. The entire structures of MOFs are not only governed by the 

coordination environment but also by the linker geometry, which plays an important role in the 

structural restriction and hindrance.9 

 

 

Figure 1. 2:  Available coordination sites of pyridine and simple azolates.9 
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 Progressive work was then dedicated to isolate rigid structures with permanent porosity since the 

inability to support porosity and structural collapse upon guest molecules removal stricken those 

materials. As a result, breakthrough was made by Yaghi and coworkers by not only substituting 

the N-donor ligands to carboxylate,10 but also by replacing the metal ions with metal clusters 

known as molecular building blocks (MBBs), which greatly expanded the range of possible ligands 

to be used as linkers.11-12 Further work on how diverse ligands yielded same topology was also 

achieved by Yaghi and coworkers, which led to the introduction of the isoreticular principle. This 

principle has been used as a methodical generation of MOFs with varying pore sizes and tuning 

other properties of the framework. Paradigm example of materials designed by this strategy is 

MOF-5 and its isoreticular analogues, built from Zn4O MBB linked by linear dicarboxylates. 13 

 

Figure 1. 3:  Examples of isoreticular MOFs assembled using Zn4O clusters and linear ditopic linkers.13 

 

Most of the prominent advantages of high nuclearity clusters over single metal ions as nodes can 

be as a result of their large size and great rigidity, preventing the collapse of the porous structures 

making the large pores accessible. The rigidity can also be explained by the electrostatic interaction 

between the negatively charged ligands and cationic metal clusters called also building units. 
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These building units are known as Molecular building blocks (MBBs). To date, a huge number of 

MBBs of various complexity has been reported and the continuous search for new MBBs is 

expected to facilitate the design of new MOFs tailored to specific applications.  

1.2 Attributes of MOFs 

 

1.2.1 Crystallinity, tunability and modularity 

In the crystalline context, the equilibrium interaction between a ligand and a metal cation which 

allows for the self-correction of crystal formation results in the bulk material being polycrystalline 

with large crystal domains or composed of single crystal particles.14 This helps in understanding 

the structural properties MOFs at the molecular level. 

Beside the crystallinity, their hybrid ingredients of inorganic and organic moieties has a great 

advantage over other materials. via use of functionalized, extended, and/or contracted 

geometrically equivalent ligands. 

 

 

 

Figure 1. 4:  Schematic representation of isoreticular chemistry and functionality on the ligand. Linear linkers with 

12-c hexanuclear cluster form the fcu-a net.15 
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1.2.2 Synthesis conditions  

A major advantage of synthesizing MOF over other conventional porous materials is the mild 

conditions, achieved mostly by solvothermal reaction with temperatures below 170°C. By the use 

of acetates, chloride or nitrate salts of metals such as divalent (Cu2+, Zn2+..) trivalent (Al3+, Fe3+..), 

or tetravalent (Zr4+, Hf4+) in DMF or DEF, combined by organic linkers at suitable temperature, 

MOFs can be obtained.16-17 The size, shape and the quality of obtained crystalline products rely on 

several factors, the original synthesis method, temperature, solvents mixture, acidity and the use 

of modulator.   

The modular synthesis which to some extent slows the reaction by competing with the organic 

ligand results in highly crystalline MOFs with highly connected inorganic MBBs. This modulated 

synthesis usually refers to regulating the coordination equilibrium. By introducing modulators with 

similar chemical functionality as the organic ligands used to hinder the coordination interaction 

between metal ions and the organic ligands.18 As a result, the competitive reaction can modulate 

the rate of nucleation and crystal growth. Introducing some modulators such as formic acid, 

benzoic acid and the most recent with rare-earth metals, 2-fluorobenzoic acid (2-FBA) in the 

synthesis can has an effect on obtaining high nuclearity MBBs.15, 19 This approach can easily lead 

to oxo-cluster based MOFs with increased rigidity and controllability. Despite being a focus of 

attention, a significant synthetic issue existed in the early stages of MOFs development. For 

example, the crystallinity of synthesized Zr-MOFs was poor, and microcrystalline powder samples 

were commonly obtained before introducing the modulated synthesis strategy. This can be 

explained by the high charge density of Zr(IV) which polarizes the Zr–O bond to present covalent 

character, slowing down the ligand exchange reaction between Zr clusters and carboxylate ligands. 
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In order to obtain big single phase pure crystals, the modulated synthesis strategy was employed 

in Zr-MOF synthesis.20-21 

1.2.3 Topology and terminology  

The periodicity of the MOFs allows them to be classified based on their nets topology, which 

describes the connectivity between inorganic and organic components. It can help in designing 

and targeting as well as exploring new topological networks.  

The topology of a structure can be described by a three letter symbol enumerated under RCSR 

database,22 which refers to coordination sequence and vertex symbols. These are regularly 

determined by TOPOS software which identifies underlying nets of a structure by recalling 

enormous database. By employing metal ions with different coordination numbers as nodes, the 

topology of the framework can be controlled. 23 

In general, the systematic use of topology tool has helped the MOF community to design and 

prepare myriad number of MOFs.  It also served to develop several powerful MOF design 

strategies as described in the next section.  

1.3   MOF Design strategies 

 

As the interest in the field of MOFs is growing, knowledge regarding synthetic conditions has been 

gained.24 Furthermore, the development of various synthetic strategies has allowed targeted 

synthesis of MOFs with specified topologies and functionality. Many conceptual views and 

synthetic methods have been adopted from zeolites chemistry, (likewise the structure directing 

agents, characterization by topology, etc.). One of the early concepts adopted from zeolites 
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chemists is the process of deconstructing extended networks into secondary building units 

(SBUs).12, 25-27 

SBUs are the geometric representation of the components which make up the MOFs (or zeolites), 

this is complementary node and spacer representation and vertex symbol.1 To expand upon this, a 

network topology can be viewed as being composed of a unique set of SBUs, like for example, the 

hexagonal diamond network is composed of one type of tetrahedral nodes which are connected to 

one another through linear links (Figure 1.6). In principle, these SBUs (the tetrahedral nodes and 

linear links) can represent any number of chemical entities having the same geometry (when taking 

into account the ‘point of extension’) as the SBU. In other terms, this means that any of the vast 

number of metal cations oxo-clusters (or ligands) which have tetrahedral geometry can be linked 

through a linear link to allow formation of a MOF with hexagonal (diamond topology). 

5Figure 1. 5:  (a) Schematic showing that a combination of tetrahedral SBUs and linear SBUs allow for formation 

of a material having diamond (dia) topology. (Bottom) Possible MBBs which can allow for formation of a MOF 

having dia topology. (b) Tetrahedral coordinated metal and (c) bipyridine based ligand combined to form (d) MOF 

having dia topology. 
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As already mentioned, the use of topology tool and  the Reticular Chemistry Structural Resource 

(RCSR) database has permitted the successive establishment of conceptual approaches facilitating 

the design and deliberate construction of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), such as the 

molecular building block (MBB), the supermolecular building block (SBB), and the 

supermolecular building layer (SBL) approaches.28 These approaches have helped chemists and 

material chemists, mainly working on MOFs, to design and prepare made-to-order functional 

MOFs to address ongoing challenges pertinent to energy and environmental issues.29 

1.3.1 Molecular Building Block (MBB) Approach 

It is the most common pathway for the rational construction of functional MOFs, whereby the 

desired properties and functionality can be introduced in preselected molecular building blocks 

(MBBs) at the design stage prior to the assembly process.29 The successful implementation of the 

MBB approach for the rational design and construction of MOFs necessitates the satisfaction of 

key prerequisites: (1) selection of an ideal blueprint net that is exclusive for the assembly of its 

corresponding basic building unit, and (2) isolation of the reaction conditions that harmoniously 

allow the in situ formation of the desired inorganic MBB, matching the augmented basic building 

units (vertex figures) of the targeted net.  For the prosperous practice of the MBB approach, MOFs 

composed of highly connected MBBs, which limit the number of possible topological outcomes 

and thus leads to a greater degree of predictability in structure, are suitable platforms.30 There are 

diverse examples of MOFs made by this concept, but one can take as an example the 6-connected 

(6-c) trinuclear oxo-cluster based MOF with soc topology (soc-MOF). soc-MOF-1 is constructed 

from a rectangular ligand as one MBB and a trigonal prismatic trinuclear metal cluster MBB 

(formed in situ). The soc-based MOF consists of cube-like cages and two types of channels, one 

hydrophobic and one hydrophilic.31 
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6Figure 1. 6: MBB design strategy for the synthesis of trigonal prism based MOFs illustrated by the so-called soc-

MOF-1.31 

 

1.3.2 Supermolecular Building Block (SBB) Approach 

The SBB approach, as its name indicates, is based on the use of supermolecular entities (or a 

defined assembly of molecules) such as metal-organic polyhedra (MOP) as a building entity to 

construct a targeted MOF with a given topology.29 For this purpose, the MOP must contain the 

geometrical information and desired peripheral points of extension (connectivity) for a targeted 

net. The SBB approach, conceived and introduced by Eddaoudi's group, is well-positioned to 

address the enduring scarcity of highly-connected building units required to construct MOFs based 

on high-connectivity nets. The key perquisites to use the SBB approach for the design of a MOF 

are: (1) A blueprint net with minimal edge-transitivity, preferably singular, that is exclusive for 

the assembly of given building units, and not susceptible to self-interpenetration upon net 

expansion and/or decoration and (2) reaction conditions that permit to consistently form the desired 

SBB.29 
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7Figure 1.7:  Linear bridging of the 9H-carbazole-3,6-dicarboxylate (CDC), CDC-based MOP by the bent position 

of the twelve ligands (i.e., using a tetracarboxylate ligand) leads to an SBB-based MOF with fcu topology.29 

 

1.3.3 Supermolecular Building Layer (SBL) Approach 

The SBL approach is another conceptual approach for MOF design which involves the use of the 

readily targeted 2-periodic MOF layers (SBLs), e.g. sql (square lattice), kgm (Kagomé), 

hcb (honeycomb), kgd (Kagomé dual) and hex (hexagonal lattice), as building blocks and cross-

linking the layers by appropriate organic ligands or linkers to construct functional 3-periodic 

MOFs. As in the case of SBBs, the key prerequisites to use the SBL approach for the design of a 

MOF are: (1) A blueprint net with minimal edge-transitivity, preferably singular, that is exclusive 

for the particular pillaring of the given building units, and (2) reaction conditions that permit us to 

consistently form the desired SBL in situ.  For instance. The 4-c M2(O2CR)4A2 (M = Cu, Zn, 

Co, etc.) paddlewheel-like building units, which can form sql layers, are suitable targets. HKUST-

1 is well-known to be a (3,4)-c structure with tbo topology (i.e., tbo-MOF) based on the trigonal 
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(3-c) 1,3,5-BTC ligand and the square (4-c) paddlewheel dicopper MBB. HKUST-1 can be 

deconstructed into sql layers that are cross-linked by a 4-c MBB.29 

 
8Figure 1.8: HKUST-1 (tbo-MOF-1), the tbo-MOF prototype. (b) Schematic showing the tbo net. (c) Highlight of 

the sql layer in HKUST-1. (d) Highlight of the pillared sql (tbo net) in HKUST-1. (e) Representation of the achieved 

expansion of the quadrangular pillar in tbo-MOFs.29 

 

Among the different conceptual approaches described above, the focus of the chapters enumerated 

in this thesis will be mainly on the use of MBBs, by appropriate modulated synthesis approach, to 

investigate the topological outcomes and their impact on the stability and porosity of the targeted 

MOF materials. 
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1.4 MBB Approach towards highly connected rare-earth (RE) based MOFs 

Rare-earth (RE) based MOFs have been attracting the scientific community due to their potential 

applications such as luminescence, magnetism etc.32-33 However, designing pre-targeted RE based 

MOFs with underlying network topology was very challenging due to the difficulty in controlling 

the coordination environment around the RE cation. The discovery and introduction of 2-

fluorobenzoic acid (2-FBA) modulator by Xue et al.,15 that gives access to in situ formation of RE 

polyatomic clusters has permitted the topology guided design and construction of various RE based 

MOFs.  

The modulated synthesis strategy was used to prepare Zr-MOFs, was firstly reported by Schaate 

et al. in 2011.19 Where they studied the effects of modulator such as benzoic acid (HBC), acetic 

acid and water on the formation of Zr-BDC (UiO-66) crystals. Followed by the modulated 

synthesis with formic acid, acetic acid, HCl and trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) reported in the 

literature,21 has led to the pioneer work by Xue et al,15 which showed the first report of RE 12-

connected hexanuclear clusters. It was illustrated that the use of modulator such as 2-fluoro 

benzoic acid (2-FBA) corroborated the formation of the 12-connected MBB, points of extension 

matching the 12 vertices of the cuboctahedron (cuo), which is a substantial for the synthesis of RE 

fcu-MOFs. The continuous work on the 12-c RE hexanuclear MBB by Luebke and coworkers had 

led to the design and preparation of the RE ftw- MOFs by using tetratopic linkers of appropriate 

lengths and angles.30 

The use of 2-FBA not only resulted in the formation of hexanuclear clusters, but it also resulted in 

the formation of the great discovery of nonanuclear 18-c MBB.34 Guillerm and coworkers 

discovered the in situ formation of RE nonanuclear carboxylate-based cluster as an 18-connected 
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MBB which have yielded RE MOF  showing an unprecented gea topology (namely, gea-MOF-1) 

based on a (3,18)-connected net while using the 3-connected 1,3,5-benzene-(tris)benzoic acid 

(H3BTB) linker as an organic MBB.  

The later work by Alezi and coworkers also showed the discovery of highly connected minimal 

edge-transitive nets based on the non-compatibility of a 12-connected RE polynuclear carboxylate-

based cluster (cuo SBU) with 3-connected organic ligands. The nets were termed as pek and aea. 

The reduced symmetry of the employed triangular tricarboxylate ligand, as compared to the 

prototype highly symmetrical H3BTB, guided the concurrent occurrence of nonanuclear [RE9(μ3-

OH)12(μ3-O)2(O2C−)12] and hexanuclear [RE6(OH)8(O2C−)8] carboxylate-based clusters as 12-

connected and 8-connected MBBs (points of extension matching the 12 vertices of hexagonal-

prism d6R and 8 vertices of cube d4R SBUs, respectively) in the structure of a 3-periodic pek-

MOF based on a (3,8,12)-c net. The use of a tricarboxylate ligand with modified angles between 

carboxylate moieties also led to the formation of a second MOF containing solely nonanuclear 

clusters and exhibiting a highly connected (3,12,12)-c trinodal net with aea topology.28 

 

The latest discoveries from our group by Chen and coworkers led to the exploration of shp and alb 

MOFs. They are highly connected MOFs based on reticulation of the sole two edge-transitive nets 

with a vertex figure as double six-membered ring (d6R) building unit, namely the (4,12)-

coordinated shp net (square and hexagonal-prism) and the (6,12)-coordinated alb net (hexagonal-

prism and trigonal-prism). The combination of the 12-connected (12-c) rare-earth (RE) 

nonanuclear [RE9(μ3-OH)12(μ3-O)2-(O2C−)12] carboxylate-based cluster with 4-connected (4-c) 

square porphyrinic tetracarboxylate ligand led to the formation of the targeted RE-shp-MOF. The 
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combination of the 12-c RE hexanuclear cluster having d6R SBU with the deliberately designed 

6-c hexatopic organic linker having trigonal prism SBU has led to the (6,12)-c MOF with 

underlying alb topology. 35 It is then one of the objectives of this thesis to further explore the 

topological outcomes of MOFs based on RE poly-nuclear cluster work  MBBs by taking advantage 

of the versatility of the RE polyatomic clusters.   

 

 

9Figure 1.9: Summary of the versatile RE polyatomic MBBs and the resulting MOFs discovered and designed by 

using appropriate linkers. 
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1.5 Characterization of MOFs 

1.5.1 Crystal Structure, purity and thermal Stability  

Prior to examining the capability of materials for various applications, characterization is needed 

to draw a good conclusion about their structural properties and possible application. Numerous 

techniques have been used to confirm the structure of the prepared MOFs such as powder X-ray 

diffraction (PXRD), single-crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD), thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA), Infrared spectroscopy (IR), elemental analysis and sorption measurements. Herein, some 

of the basic principles of each technique will be described. 

1.5.1.1 Single-Crystal X-Ray Diffraction (SCXRD) 

Single-crystal X-ray Diffraction is a non-destructive analytical technique which provides detailed 

information about the internal lattice of crystalline substances, including unit cell dimensions, 

bond-lengths, bond-angles, and details of site-ordering. Directly related is single-crystal 

refinement, where the data generated from the X-ray analysis is interpreted and refined to obtain 

the crystal structure. The measurements reported in this manuscript were performed at 100 K on a 

Bruker X8 PROSPECTOR APEXII CCD diffractometer (CuKα, λ = 1.54178 Å). 

1.5.1.2 Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD) 

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) reveals information about the purity of the material as the X-

ray powder pattern is considered as a fingerprint of the sample. The measurements reported in this 

work were carried out at room temperature on a PANalyticalX’Pert PRO diffractometer 45kV, 

40mA for CuKα (λ = 1.5418 Å), with a scan speed of 1.0° min-1 and a step size of 0.02° in 2θ. 
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1.5.1.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA)  

Thermogravimetric analysis probes the changes in the mass of the material as a function of 

temperature. It gives quantitative measurement related to weight changes accompanied with the 

transition of the material and degradation. It can be used as a preliminary indicator while assessing 

the thermal stability of the material. The analysis reported in this manuscript were performed under 

a continuous N2 and/or O2 flow and recorded on a TA Instruments hi-res TGA Q500 

thermogravimetric analyzer with a heating rate of 1 °C per minute. 

1.5.1.4 CHN Elemental Analysis 

In order to confirm the formula of the materials, elemental analysis technique is the most common 

method. Samples are combusted in the presence of excess oxygen. The main purpose of the 

analysis is to calculate the composition of the material by means of chromatography. These CHN 

analyses reported in this manuscript were conducted with a Thermo Scientific Flash 2000 

instrument. 

1.5.1.5 ICP-OES Analysis  

The Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical Emission Spectrometer is used for metal trace-level and 

stoichiometric analysis of inorganic compound and material samples. Sub ppm detection of metals 

is commonly achieved by this technique. The model used for analyses reported in this work is 

Varian ICP-OES 720-ES. 

1.5.1.6 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) investigations were carried out in a FEI ESEM Quanta 600 

FEG – Scanning Electron Microscope operating at a 10-20 kV accelerating voltage. The Energy 
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Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) (EDS Inc., N.J, USA) is a 40 mm2 Silicon Drift detector with 

135.0 eV resolutions on MnKα. EDS Genesis software is used to collect signals for the analysis. 

The single crystals were picked out under optical microscope. A 10 mm diameter aluminum pin 

(SEM holder) was used as a sample holder, and then a piece of double-side carbon tape was fixed 

to the aluminum SEM holder. The crystals were fixed to the carbon tape using a needle. The sample 

was transferred to a vacuum chamber of the electron microscope for measurement.  

1.6 Porosity and gas adsorption of MOFs  

Depending on their pore size, porous materials can be divided into 3 main categories:36 : 

macroporous materials (pore diameter greater than 50 nm), mesoporous materials (pore diameter 

between 2-50 nm) and microporous materials (pore width less than 2nm). And under the same 

category, the ultra-microporous materials are the ones with pore size less than 0.5 nm. The pore 

size in MOFs mostly ranges between ultra-microporous to mesoporous. Gas sorption analysis is 

the main technique to assess the porosity of certain framework.  

 

Figure 1. 10: Classification of porous materials. 
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An incessant challenge in MOF field is to identify a suitable way to activate a porous MOF, 

activate by means is to remove the guest molecules trapped in the pores. A properly activated MOF 

should give a great matching between the calculated pore volume (either from single crystal data 

or through computational simulation) and the experimental value. Different activation methods are 

used to activate the materials but what works with one might not work with the others. For physical 

adsorption experiments it is mandatory to remove all physically adsorbed material from the 

adsorbent surface and voids while avoiding irreversible changes to the surface prior to the 

adsorption analysis. This may be achieved by outgassing, (i.e. exposure of the surface to a high 

vacuum pressures < 1 Pa) usually at elevated temperature. To obtain reproducible isotherms, it is 

necessary to control the outgassing conditions (the heating program, the change in pressure over 

the adsorbent and the residual pressure) to within limits which depend on the nature of the 

adsorbent.37 Outgassing of hydrophilic microporous samples is particularly challenging because it 

is difficult to remove the pre-adsorbed water from narrow micropores. High temperatures (e.g. up 

to 200 °C) and long outgassing periods (often no less than 8 hours) are required.38 Due to their 

heterogeneous nature in composition and structure, pre-treatment conditions for MOFs often 

required to be customized on a case by case basis in order to avoid potential structural damage of 

the sample.39 Most likely used in MOFs is solvent exchanged method which involves replacing 

the mother liquor with volatile solvent such as (MeOH, THF, Acetonitrile, etc) for several days by 

soaking the MOF and regular washing several times per day and then apply heating in vacuum. In 

the chapters most of the structure had been activated by this method.  

An adsorption isotherm provides a relationship between the amounts of gas adsorbed per gram of 

solid as a function of pressure at a constant temperature (i.e. boiling point of the adsorbate). The 

material in the adsorbed state is known as the adsorbate (in our case MOF material), as distinct 
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from the adsorptive, i.e. the substance in the fluid phase which is capable of being adsorbed. 36 For 

pore characteristic of MOFs, we often collect sorption isotherms of N2 at 77 K or Ar at 87 K (liquid 

argon temperature).  

Through IUPAC classification, the sorption isotherms can be assorted into six main categories 

based on shapes/types of pores:37 

1. The reversible Type I isotherm:  mainly for the microporous materials with steep initial 

uptake at low pressure. With respect of P/P0, the curve is concave and reaches plateau when 

P/P0=1. ((Experimental Pressure)/ (Saturation Pressure)).  

2. The reversible Type II isotherm: the normal form of isotherm obtained with a nonporous 

or macroporous adsorbent. It also represents unrestricted monolayer–multilayer 

adsorption. 

3. The reversible Type III isotherm: convex to the p/p0 axis over its entire range and 

therefore does not exhibit a Point B. Isotherms of this type are not common, but there are 

a number of systems (e.g. nitrogen on polyethylene) which give isotherms with gradual 

curvature and an indistinct Point B. In such cases, the adsorbate–adsorbate interactions 

play an important role. 

4. Type IV isotherm: the main characteristic features are its hysteresis loop, which is 

associated with capillary condensation taking place in mesopores, and the limiting uptake 

over a range of high P/P0. The initial part of the Type IV isotherm is attributed to 

monolayer–multilayer adsorption since it follows the same path as the corresponding part 

of a Type II isotherm obtained with the given adsorptive on the same surface area of the 

adsorbent in a nonporous form. 
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5. Type V isotherm: it is uncommon but similar in appearance to Type III isotherms at low 

pressures showing weak adsorbent-adsorbate interactions and comparatively strong 

adsorbate-adsorbate interactions. There is an additional characteristic hysteresis loop, 

indicating the presence of mesopores within the adsorbent. 

6. The Type VI isotherm: in which the sharpness of the steps depends on the system 

represents stepwise multilayer adsorption on a uniform nonporous surface. The step height 

now represents the monolayer capacity for each adsorbed layer and, in the simplest case, 

remains nearly constant for two or three adsorbed layers. 

Figure 1. 11: IUPAC types of physisorption isotherms.38 
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1.6.1 Physical characteristics: Surface area, pore volume and pore size 

distribution 

Gas adsorption is a well-established tool for the characterization of the texture of porous solids 

and fine powders. While an isotherm shows the gas uptake in function of pressure, it also allows 

to extract different physical parameters characteristic of the porosity of the material such as surface 

area, pore volume and pore size distribution. 

The BET surface area is commonly determined by employing, to a given isotherm collected at 

boiling point of the gas used as a probe (in general N2 at 77 K or Ar at 87 K), a theory developed 

by Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET). It makes the assumption that adsorption occurs in layers, 

with a monolayer forming first, followed by subsequent layers of adsorbate. 40 Although this gives 

a reasonably accurate estimate in many cases, materials with polarized groups such as –OH groups 

often are overestimated due to non-ideal sorbent-surface interactions due to the quadrapole 

moment of the diatomic N2 molecule.41 Therefore it is normally preferable to use the slightly 

smaller monatomic gas Ar (at its boiling point) as a sorbate, which reduces the discrepancies in 

surface areas induced by polarized functional groups, as well as allowing probing of smaller sized 

pores. This reduced interaction for Ar with the surface of the sorbent, further allows for the filling 

of the small micropores (5-10 Å) at comparatively higher relative pressures than N2.This legalize 

pore size distribution analysis of micropores with greater accuracy (due to less error in the 

transducers at the low pressures needed for N2 pore size analysis) than is typically achievable with 

N2 sorption. Likewise, the void volume in units of cm3 free volume/g adsorbent; or by other words 

pore volume can be obtained by using either N2 or Ar sorption by examining the amount adsorbed 

at the saturation pressure (P/Po= 0.95-1.0). An assumption is made that at this pressure, the density 

of the gas is consistent with the gas’s bulk (liquid) density at such conditions.37 
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Pore size distribution is a tool based on density functional theory (DFT) and molecular simulation. 

These modern theoretical and computational methods, describe the configuration of adsorbed fluid 

(i.e. the adsorbate) on a molecular level. It allows one to obtain reliable pore size distributions over 

the complete range of micro- and mesopores.41-42  

 

1.7 Objectives and Contributions 

        1.7.1    Research Presented 

The following chapters will highlight the projects that have been developed during the past two 

years. These projects are mainly focusing on the study of diverse components with the potential 

role of the modulator that can influence the cluster formation, and how the diversity of several 

parameters such as the organic linkers and modulator can play an important role in structure 

hindrance and formation of unexpected connectivities that led to new topologies. This was attained 

through ligand expansion and/or ligand functionalization and for this reason gas sorption analysis 

is reported for the majority of the structures. Furthermore, SCXRD and PXRD analysis were used 

to confirm the structure of the targeted materials. 

The main aim of this research is to develop and synthesize new materials and therefore the main 

contributions of this thesis are divided into in the following streams: 

 Synthesis and characterization of novel MOFs based on tri-topic linkers. 

 Cerium-organic frameworks: synthesis and structure description, investigation on 

heterometallic systems. 
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Chapter 2 

Rare earth MOFs based on tri-topic ligands: versatility vs connectivity 

2.1 Introduction 

 

The remarkable progress observed in the MBB approach has fast-accelerated MOF design to 

higher levels of complexity through targeting different building blocks. The key in unraveling new 

series of MOFs is established through determination of the reaction conditions that would allow 

consistent MBB formation. Under these conditions, ligands with appropriate geometry can then 

be selected to successfully isolate MOFs with desired topologies and firmed functionalities.25  It 

is worth to mention that several parameters play significant role in the synthesis, among some of 

these parameters are synthetic conditions (i.e. ligand to metal ratio, the use of modulator and then 

metal to modulator ratio, solvents, temperature, duration, etc.), also ligand geometry (i.e. topicity, 

length, angularity, etc.), complexing groups, type of cations, etc. 

For instance, the research on Zr-MOFs has flourished owing to the use of modulating reagents,43 

which facilitate the growth of large crystals with high nuclearity MBBs.44-45 The chemistry of 

zirconium with the same type of nuclearity -hexanuclear- with the different ligands had led to 

different connectivities based on the organic linker and the aforementioned parameters.  
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Figure122.1: Connectivity of Zr6 nodes in zirconium-based metal–organic frameworks. 

 

As already discussed in chapter 1, the discovery and introduction of 2-FBA modulator to access 

poly-atomic RE clusters as inorganic MBBs has paved the way to design and discover many poly-

atomic RE based MOFs.15 For example, the geometrical incompatibility of the 12-c hexanuclear 

cluster having cuboctahedron (cuo) vertex (figure 2.2) of a net with tritopic organic carboxylate 

based linker has already led to the insertion of more metal cations resulting in the discovery of 

nonanuclear cluster MBB as observed in gea-MOF-1.34  Additionally, the geometrical 

incompatibility of the less symmetrical tricarboxylate linkers with the 18-c nonanuclear cluster 

based MBB having eto SBU has led to simultaneously in situ formed nonanuclear and hexanuclear 

cluster based MBBs resulting in pek MOFs.28 

The use of the 3-c linkers led to more complexity in nuclearity from heaxanuclear to nonanuclear 

(gea, aea) and mixed nona-hexanuclear (pek), while the connectivety has always maintained as 

(3,18-c /3,12,12-c) and (3,8,12-c) respectively. 
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The versatility of the RE poly-atomic clusters in terms of the size (can be hexanuclear or 

nonanuclear) as well as the connectivity of the clusters driven by the topological needs of the 

organic linker geometries, for instance, when linked to 3-c organic carboxylate based ligands, has 

motivated us to further explore the topological outcomes of RE based MOFs by using symmetrical 

tri-topic carboxylate based organic ligands.. Our focus has been devoted to the use of tri-topic 

ligands having longer arms and/or showing slight distortion in their geometries, as compared to 

the symmetrical H3BTB linker of gea-MOF-1. 
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13Figure 2.2: Versatile poly-atomic RE based MBBs and the resulting MOF structures while using symmetrical and 

less symmetrical tri-topic organic linkers in the presence of 2-FBA modulator.28 
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The organic building blocks which have been used in this study are designed to evaluate the impact 

of symmetrical elongation of the linkers on the resulting poly-atomic RE cluster and the 

subsequent net as compared to the symmetrical H3BTB linker. The elongation was done by 

inserting functional groups between the central and the peripheral benzene rings. Two kinds of 

functional groups have been selected: i) rigid linear based on acetylene group (H3BTE) and ii) 

flexible bent based on -NH- group (H3TATAB).  

 

 

 

 

 

14Figure 2.3: (left) H3TATAB Ligand, (right) H3BTE ligand. 
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2.2 Experimental section  

Materials  

All chemicals and solvents used in the preparation of the following compounds were of reagent 

grade and used as received from alfa Aesr and Sigma-Aldrich. Synthesis of the organic linkers 

4,4',4''-(Benzene-1,3,5-triyltris(ethyne-2,1-diyl))tribenzoic acid (H3BTE), 4,4',4''-s-Triazine-

1,3,5-triyltri-p-aminobenzoic Acid (TATAB) were synthesized according to published 

procedures.46-47 

2.2.1 Synthetic conditions 

2.2.1.1 Y-BTE MOF (1)   

4,4',4''-(Benzene-1,3,5-triyltris(ethyne-2,1-diyl))tribenzoic acid (H3BTE) (7.65 mg, 0.015 mmol), 

Y(NO3)3·6H2O (38.3 mg, 0.01 mmol), 2-FBA (210 mg, 1.5 mmol), DMF (3 mL), and H2O (0.5 

mL), 100 µl HCl were combined in a 20 mL scintillation vial, sealed and heated to 115°C for 72 

h and cooled to room temperature. Rectangular shaped crystals of Y-BTE-MOF were then 

harvested. As synthesized sample of MOF 1 was washed with 10 mL of anhydrous DMF and 

immersed in 10 mL of methanol for 3 days, during which time the methanol was replaced three 

times a day. The solid was then dried at 120°C under vacuum for 24 h to yield activated sample. 

of about 8 mg.  

Table 2. 1: Elemental analysis for compound 1. 

MOF %C %H %N 

 Measured Calculated Measured Calculated Measured Calculated 

Y-BTE (1) 55.6 56.3 3.2 3.3 1.1 0.9 
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2.2.2.2 Tb-BTE MOF (2) 

Tb-BTE MOF was synthesized by the same procedure as Y-BTE MOF but by using 

Tb(NO3)3·5H2O instead of Y(NO3)3·6H2O. Brownish rectangular shaped crystals isostructural to 

1 were then obtained. No further study has been done on 2. 

2.2.2.3 Y-TATAB MOF (3) 

In 20 ml scintillation vial Y(NO3)3.6H2O (0.02 mmol, 38.3 mg) was added into H3TATAB ligand 

(4,4′,4′′-s-triazine-1,3,5-triyltri-p-aminobenzoate)(0.02 mmol,7.2 mg), 2-FBA (1 mmol, 140 mg), 

3 ml DMF , 0.5 ml H2O, 50 µl HCl closed, sealed and then heated at 105 °C oven for 72h. 

Transparent square like crystals were formed.  

2.2.2.4 Tb-TATAB MOF (4) 

Tb-BTE MOF was synthesized by the same procedure as Y-BTE MOF but by using 

Tb(NO3)3·5H2O instead of Y(NO3)3·6H2O. Transparent square like crystals, isostructural to 3, 

were then obtained. No further study has been done on 4.  

2.3 Results and discussion 

2.3.1 RE-BTE MOF 

2.3.1.1 Structure Description  

The single-crystal X-ray crystallography studies reveals that the compound 1 crystallizes in a 

monoclinic space group C2/m. Structural and topological analysis of the resulting crystal structure 

reveals the formation of  a (3,4,14)-connected MOF based on poly atomic RE cluster 

[Y6(OH)6(H2O)2(-CO2)14] as formulated by SC structure solution and elemental analysis 

as |DMA|2[Y6(OH)6(H2O)2(L)4],2(DMF), x(solv). The crystal structure of 1 reveals a 3-periodic 
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framework built-up from Y(III) hexanuclear clusters consisting of six yttrium cations, and each 

two adjacent clusters are bridged through carboxylate groups from the ligand. The coordination 

spheres of two of the yttrium cations are completed by one water molecule. These building blocks 

are connected via the organic linker to generate a 3D porous material (Figure 2.4). The structure 

has two kinds of infinite 1D channels with an estimated pore size of about A ͠  13.7 x 4.8 Å2 and B 

~ 9 x 5.7 Å2 as shown in (Figure 2.5). 

15Figure 2.4: over view of Y-BTE MOF structure. (Far left) the hexanuclear MBB. (middle) the connectivity of the 

ligand bridging two clusters while the other arms connected to two different clusters.(upright) representation of the 

crystal structure of Y-BTE MOF  (The bottom right) figure shows how the neighboring MBBs linked by carboxylates 

from the ligand. 
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16Figure 2.5: The two 1D channels observed in compound 1. A ͠  13.7 x 4.8 Å2and  B ~ 9 x 5.7 Å2.  

 

One of the unique features observed in this structure is the two types of ligand coordination. As 

already described, the 12-connected hexanuclear cluster having cuboctahedron SBU is not 

geometrically compatible to symmetrical 3-c linker. Unlike the H3BTB linker which forces in situ 

transformation of hexanuclear cluster to nonanuclear in gea-MOF-1, the use of H3BTE linker leads 

to the formation of hexanuclear clusters as the sole inorganic MBB. In order to cope with the 

geometric needs, it prompted the connectivity around the cluster to be 14 forming elongated 

hexagonal dipyramid like SBU (Figure 2.7) with points of extension corresponding to carbons of 

the carboxylate moieties from fourteen distinct tricarboxylate ligands. However, the 14-c SBU is 

not geometrically compatible to the 3-c node of the ligand. This condition then forces some of the 

ligands in the structure to have two kinds of coordination modes, when the two oxygens from the 

carboxylate ligand from all the arms are linked to the same oxo-cluster, it will form chelating mode 

and when two of the arms having chelating mode and the third arm carboxylate linked to two 

different clusters, it forms bidentate mode as shown in Figure 2.6.  

Topologically the ligand can then be viewed by two ways; as the source of two different 3-c nodes. 

The first 3-c node comes from the original chelating mode and the second type of 3-c node comes 
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from the bidentate coordination mode of some of the linkers. The overall topology of the structure 

can then be described as a trinodal 3,3,14-c net. 

The second topologically point of view, the ligand can also be viewed as the source of two different 

3-c and 4-c nodes as shown in Figure 2.7. In this case, the overall topology can be described as 

3,4,14-c net. It is worth to mention that this elongated hexagonal dipyramid SBU has not been 

observed in the previously reported RE poly-atomic based MOFs. 

 

17Figure 2.6: The two different ligand coordination modes observed in Y-BTE MOF. Right chelating mode when 

the oxygen from carboxylate group are linked to two Y3+ cations in the same oxo-cluster. On the left bidentate 

coordination mode when all the carboxylate oxygens are linked to one Y3+ cation from two different o-clusters. 
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18Figure 2.7: Topological analysis of (3,4,14)-c net of Y-BTE MOF, the ligand can be source of 3-c and 4-c and     

themetal cluster can be then viewd as 14-c SBU. 

 

 
 

2.3.1.2 Structure characterization  

The bulk phase purity of compound 1 was confirmed by similarities between the experimental and 

calculated powder X-ray diffraction patterns (Figure 2.8). The PXRD diagram also shows that 2 

(or Tb-BTE MOF) is isostructural to 1 but only 1 has been selected for further characterization. 
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19Figure 2.8: The calculated and experimental powder X-ray diffraction patterns of 1 and 2 showing the bulk phase 

purity of the material. 

Thermal stability of 1 has been evaluated using thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), and the as 

synthesized MOF (black line figure 2.9) shows the first weight loss to start from 80 °C and is 

attributed to the departure of DMF and other guest molecules residing within the pore. The 

decomposition of the framework starts at  300 °C.  

20Figure 2.9: Thermal gravimetric analysis of compound 1. As synthesized sample represented in black and methanol 

exchanged sample represented in red. 
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In order to get further insight on thermal behavior of compound 1, it was further subjected to in 

situ variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) study. In practice, it consists of 

collecting a number of PXRD patterns at different temperatures ranging from 25 °C. to 400 °C. 

The structural insights from these measurements indicate that this material maintains its 

crystallinity up to 300 °C as depicted in (Figure 2.10). 

 

21Figure 2.10: PXRD patterns collected at different temperatures for compound 1. 

In terms of chemical stability, the compound was stable in water as well as in variety of organic 

solvents such as N,N-diethylformamide, acetonitrile and ethanol as assessed by PXRD patterns 

collected after soaking about 15 mg of the MOF in 10 ml of each solvent for 24 h. The compound 
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maintain its crystallinity in all of the solvents, i.e.  All the peaks are still observed with no decrease 

in their intensity.  

22Figure 2.11: PXRD patterns of different solvents for compound 1. 

 

Water and air stability is one of the very important features required to investigate materials for 

different industrially relevant applications. As PXRD showed that the crystallinity of Y-BTE MOF 

has been maintained upon soaking in water, variable humidity powder X-ray diffraction 

measurement was performed to further confirm the MOF’s structural behavior at different levels 

of relative humidity. As shown in (Fig. 2.11), the crystallinity of the material is maintained after 

its exposure to humidity levels from 5% to 100% and the behavior is reversible. 
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23Figure 2.12: PXRD patterns collected at different relative humidity rates (RH %) for compound 1. 

Moreover, compound 1 has shown to maintain its crystallinity even after long exposure (up to 

one week) to air (Figure 2.13). 

 

24Figure 2.13: PXRD patterns showing stability of 1 after1, 2, 5 days and 1week exposure to air. 
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2.3.1.3 Gas sorption studies 

Prior to the sorption experiment, about 40 mg sample of the as-synthesized Y-BTE MOF was 

washed thoroughly with aliquots of ~10 ml DMF. The DMF was refreshed 3-4 times per day over 

the course of 48 hours. Subsequently, the sample was exchanged over a period of 3 days in a 

similar manner with methanol and then evacuated at 125 °C to obtain guest free sample of 1. All 

sorption measurements were performed on activated sample. 

The N2 sorption isotherm (collected at 77K) follows a reversible type I isotherm, characteristic of 

microporous materials (Figure 2.14). The specific BET surface area was deduced to be 491 m2g-1. 

The corresponding pore volume, determined at P/P0 of 0.99, is 0.24 cm3g-1. This value is close to 

the theoretically estimated value of 0.26 cm3g-1. The presence of two types of channels in the 

crystal structure is clearly manifested in the pore size distribution analysis from the N2 sorption 

study, which shows qualitatively two type of pores of about 10 Å and 14 Å respectively as shown 

in (Figure 2.14b). 

   
25Figure 2.14: Sorption data for 1: (a) Y-BTE MOF nitrogen sorption isotherm at 77 K. (b) Pore size distribution 

for Y-BTE MOF. 
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26Figure 2.15: Sorption data for 1: Argon sorption isotherm at 87 K. 

The porosity of the material was also probed by H2 at two different temperatures hydrogen 

isotherms. The Qst obtained from the hydrogen isotherms shows decreasing trend upon increasing 

loading. This might be due to two kind of pores (non-uniform pore structure) which can cause 

different levels of interaction at different loading. 

 

        
 

27Figure 2.16: (a) Hydrogen sorption isotherms at 77 K and 87 K. (b) Heat of adsorption for Y-BTE MOF. 
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The porosity characteristic of the Y-BTE MOF was also further characterized by collecting CH4 

and CO2 sorption isotherms at the saturation temperatures of the gases 112 K and 195 K, 

respectively. The saturation capacity of CO2 and CH4 is determined, in order to verify that the pore 

volumes of 0.25 cm3g-1, 0.254 cm3g-1 obtained from the isotherms based on these probe molecules 

are properly matching with the corresponding value obtained from the N2 and Ar isotherms. 

 

     

28Figure 2.17: Y-BTE MOF methane isotherm (left). CO2 isotherm (right). 
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2.3.2 RE-TATAB MOF  

2.3.2.1 Structure Description  

Solvothermal reaction between Y(NO3)3.6H2O and  H3TATAB organic ligand in the presence of 

N,N-dimethylformamide (DMF) solution and 2-FBA as modulator yielded colorless square shaped 

crystals. It crystallizes in an orthorhombic space group Pmmn and is formulated by single-crystal 

X-ray diffraction study as: 

[(Y6(OH)8(H2O)12)  (Y6(OH)8(H2O)6(HCOO)  (Y6(OH)8(H2O)7(HCOO)(C3H7O))4   (C24H15N6O6

)16] . x(solv). The structural analysis of resulting crystal discloses the in situ generation of Y(III) 

hexamer building blocks. The structure shows two different hexanuclear clusters as inorganic 

MBBs. One of them is connected to eight carboxylates from eight different ligands holding the 

hexamers to gives rise to an 8-connected inorganic MBB with d4R or cubic like SBU. The second 

hexanuclear cluster is coordinated to two formate groups coming from the degradation of DMF at 

high temperature, in addition to eight carboxylates from eight different ligands. Since the two 

formates are acting as one pair and linking two neighboring hexanuclear clusters, they can then be 

considered as one link. Consequently, the two neighboring hexanuclear MBBs can individually be 

described as 9-c SBUs with elongated square pyramid shape. Since the ligand can be considered 

as 3-connected node, the overall topology of the framework was then analyzed by TOPOS software 

and gave 4-nodal 3,3,8,9-c net with stoichiometry (3-c)4(3-c)4(8-c)(9-c)2 and transitivity of 

[47(12)9].  

Topological analysis by TOPOS software also revealed that the framework can equally be 

described by a different connectivity. In this case, the two neighboring hexanuclear clusters joined 

by formate groups form one supermolecular building block of distorted cuboctahedron like shape 

as shown in Figure 2.20. The ligand being described as a 3-connected node and the other 
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hexanuclear cluster as 8-connected cubic like SBU, the overall topology of the framework can then 

be described as a 3-nodal 3,8,12-c net with stoichiometry (3-c)4(8-c)(12-c) and transitivity of 

[3485]. Overall the crystalline structure has two channels with window size of 11.7 x 6.1 Å2, 8.5 

x 7 Å2. 

 

29Figure 2.18: topological illustration for the compound 3. 3-c ligand is demonstrated as triangle while the inorganic 

molecular building block is displayed based on its connectivity, ones as double 4 member ring (d4R) representing 8-

c and by the other way as pyramid representing 9-c MBB. 
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30Figure 2.19: Structural illustration for compound 3. The generated 3-periodic structure possesses two channels. 

 

31Figure 2.20: topology illustration based on 3,8,12-c net with stoichiometry (3-c)4(8-c)(12-c); 3-nodal net for 

compound 3. 
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One of the characteristics of this structure is interpenetration, since it is 2-fold or doubly 

interpenetrated framework. Interpenetration can happen when the voids of a MOF become large 

enough, so the pores can accommodate the SBUs and the organic linkers in addition to the guest 

molecules.48 These units may then form a second (or higher) network coexisting with the first, The 

presence of such interpenetrating networks greatly reduces the pore size and thus the available 

space within the MOF and leads in many cases to a change of the network upon solvent removal.8, 

48-49   

 

2.3.2.2 Structure Characterization  

The phase purity of crystalline material for 3 and 4 was confirmed by the matching between the 

PXRD patterns collected for the as-synthesized and calculated samples (Figure 2.21). 

 

32Figure 2.21: PXRD pattern for compound 3 and 4 showing the bulk phase purity of the material. 
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The thermal behavior of compound 3 has been first evaluated through thermogravimetric analysis 

(Figure 2.22). The initial weight loss in the as synthesized sample which is represented in black 

around 130 °C is attributed to the departure of DMF molecules trapped within the pore. The other 

step around 450 °C indicates the decomposition of the ligand and subsequent collapse of the 

framework.  

 

33Figure 2.22: Thermogravimetric analysis of compound 3. 

To evaluate the activation temperature as well as the thermal stability of compound 3, it has been 

tested under vacuum at different temperature ranging from 25 °C to 400 °C. The analysis of the 

diffraction patterns reveals clear evidence of flexibility and peak shift upon heating up to 125°C 

under vacuum as can be seen in (Figure 2.23), and this flexible behavior affected the porosity of 

the compound as it will be discussed later. 
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34Figure 2.23: PXRD patterns collected at different temperatures for compound 3. 

 

The stability of the material towards moisture was also tested by exposing it to different levels of 

relative humidity and collecting PXRD patterns. As shown in (Figure 2.24), the material retains 

its crystallinity up to 100% relative humidity. No change in the PXRD pattern was also observed 

upon changing the relative humidity back to 0 %. 
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35Figure 2.24: PXRD patterns collected at different relative humidity rates (RH %) for compound 3. 

 

From SEM image which was performed under vacuum, an immediate crack to the crystal happen 

when the imaging started, as a result of beam damage. The behavior encountered also for gas 

sorption might be because of the framework collapse upon removal of the exchanged solvent or 

the phase transfer to a closed form. As a consequence of this problematic behavior, compound 3 

has shown drastically low experimental porosity (experimental pore volume 0.05 cm3g-1) 

comparing to the theoretically expected values (theoretical pore volume 0.5 cm3g-1).  
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36Figure 2.25: SEM image of compound 3. 

 

The assynthesized sample was exchanged with variety of volatile solvents such as acetone, THF, 

MeOH, CH3CN and DCM, however none of them were effective in achieving fully activation of 

the material since the structure partially collapses upon evacuation of guest molecules. This might 

be due to the slight flexibility of the organic linker due to the -NH- groups introduced, which 

reduces the overall framework flexible. As a result, no further porosity study was conducted on 

this MOF. 

 

It is worth to be mentioned since the work in this chapter have discussed the symmetrical 

elongation by the introduction of functional groups between the core benzene ring and peripheral 

one of the H3BTB linker, MOF synthesis using elongated H3BTB ligand by one phenyl ring has 

not led to formation of poly-atomic RE cluster MBB (at least in our tested experimental 

conditions). The only obtained structure was based on rod-like SBU as shown in Figure 2.26. The 

attempt to isolate nonanuclear or haxanuclear cluster based MBBs failed.  
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37Figure 2.26: structure obtained with 1,3,5-Tris(4′-carboxy[1,1′-biphenyl]-4-yl)benzene. 
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2.4 Summary 

To summarize, successful synthesis of hexanuclear rare-earth based metal organic framework has 

been achieved using symmetrical tri-carboxylate organic ligands. the incompatibility of the 3-c 

linkers with the 12-c cuo MBB didn’t allow to any formation of cluster of higher or lower 

nuclearity but it has resulted in affecting the connectivity of the cluster (12, 9 and 8), 

accommodating formate bridges or in obtaining rod-based (of infinite SBU) structures. Thus forces 

the connectivity of the cluster to be (14-c) and (8,9-c,8,12-c) with the H3BTE and H3TATAB 

linkers respectively.. 

Those structures exemplify the versatility of RE hexanuclear cluster MBBs to have different 

connectivity depending on the shape and flexibility of the linkers under tested experimental 

conditions. The versatility of the RE hexanuclear clusters has led to make different SBUs that can 

be suitable targets for future design of MOFs. 

In conjugation with that, the gas sorption properties for 1 were investigated to further characterize 

the porosity characteristics of the material. Further study on the activation of compound 3 is in 

progress, either by controlling the flexibility by linker installation or perform porosity analysis 

under high pressure. 

The future work will be to identify the suitable synthetic conditions that allow the isolation of the 

discussed MBBs and to look in deep of the influence of flexibility and rigidity of the organic 

moieties as well as different functional groups.  
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38Figure 2.27: Illustration of the structures obtained and discussed in chapter 2. 
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Chapter 3  

Synthesis of Cerium based MOFs 

3.1 Introduction 

Among all the lanthanides, cerium is the only element that can form both stable molecular 

complexes in the +4 or +3 oxidation states. The stable state of cerium (IV) is attributed to the 

 4 f0 electron configuration. 50Owing to the high redox potentials, cerium (IV) compounds, notably 

cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate (CAN), have been widely used as 1-electron oxidizing agents for 

various inorganic and organic oxidation reactions. Several reports about cerium MOFs and it is 

promising future in catalysis for catalytic hydroboration and hydrophosphination, as well as redox 

catalytic activity.50-51  

One main attribute in the cerium based MOFs as an active catalysts resides in the high nuclearity 

(hexamers) and the open metal sites of the SBU, which can be driven by targeting some given 

topologies. To the best of our knowledge most of the reported cerium based MOFs,  showing either 

rod like SBUs or hexanuclear clusters, were solved through the powder pattern PXRD, while no 

reports have been delivered relying on SC-XRD.51 Consequently, in order to obtain more insights 

in understanding the behavior of this metal cation and under which conditions one can obtain 

crystalline structures based on highly nuclear 0-D SBUs or even on rod like SBUs, efforts merit to 

be devoted in obtain single crystals of Ce-MOFs. The use of modulators was a key factor to start 

the research presented in this chapter and to control the formation of one structure from the others. 

And then the later utilization of the obtained structure in applications such as catalysis and gas 

sorption. And in the same context of the previous chapter, identifying the adjustment between 
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organic and inorganic MBBs regarding functionality is essential, Even when the geometry and 

functionality based conditions are satisfied, concurrently isolating a specific MBB is still a 

challenge. The continuous work on the synthesis this time as mentioned fulfill in exploration of 

different possible structures which can be obtained with cerium cation.52 For instance with all 

reported analogues such as gea and pek, no cerium MOF was reported which then open the gate 

to explore if the complex nuclearity with different connectivity possible to be obtained with cerium 

or not. Our choice of ligands was mainly based on tritopic linkers showing symmetrical (H3BTB, 

H3TATB and H3TCBB) and the less symmetrical (H3BPTC, H3BPETC) geometries. 53 

This chapter will be mainly focusing on the exploration of synthetic parameters which can lead to 

well crystallized cerium-based MOFs and if possible getting unexplored topologies.  

Beside, an alternative strategy that may allow to discover new MOFs showing novel topologies,  

the simultaneous use during the synthetic process of another cation in addition to Ce. This may 

lead either to two types of inorganic building blocks (for instance, hexanuclear Ce and trimer of 

M (III)) or to a novel mixed-oxo-cluster (Ce/M).   

It is worth to mention that the work presented in this chapter is still in progress. 
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39Figure 3.1: Molecular structures of organic ligands used in this study. From top left H3BTB, H3TATB,H3TCBB 

H3BPTC and H3BPETC. 
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3.2 Synthesis and characterization 

Materials 

All chemicals were commercially purchased and used without any further purification. 

3.2.1 Experimental  

3.2.1.1 Ce-TATB-1 (5)  

Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (0.09 mmol) s-triazine-2,4,6-tribenzoic acid (H3TATB) (0.036 mmol) , 2FBA (1.5 

mmol), 3 ml DMF , 50 µl diethylentriamine and 1 ml CH3CNwere combined in a 13 mL pyrex 

tube, sealed and heated to 120°C for 72 h then cooled to room temperature. Transparent 

cubeoctahedron crystals of Ce-TATB-1 were then harvested. As synthesized sample of Ce-TATB-

1 was washed with 10 mL of anhydrous DMF and immersed in 10 mL of methanol for 3 days, 

during which time the methanol was replaced three times a day. The solid was then dried at 120°C 

under vacuum for 24 h to yield activated sample of about 7 mg 

3.2.1.2  Ce-TATB-2 (6) 

Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (0.09 mmol) ) s-triazine-2,4,6-tribenzoic acid (H3TATB) (0.036 mmol) , Triflouro 

acetic acid (0.5 ml), 2 ml DMF, 50 µl diethylentriamine and 1 ml CH3CN were combined in a 13 

mL pyrex tube, sealed and heated to 120°C for 72 h and cooled to room temperature. Yellow 

needle-like crystals of Ce-TATB-2 were then harvested. Yield 10 mg. 
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3.2.1.3  Ce-BTB (7) 

Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (0.09 mmol) 1,3,5-Tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene (0.036 mmol) , 2FBA (1.5 

mmol), 3 ml DMF, 50 µl diethylentriamine and1 ml CH3CN were combined in a 13 mL pyrex 

tube, sealed and heated to 120°C for 72 h and cooled to room temperature. Brown block crystals 

of Ce-BTB were then harvested. As synthesized sample of MOF 7 was washed with 10 mL of 

anhydrous DMF and immersed in 10 mL of ethanol for 3 days, during which time the ethanol was 

replaced three times a day. The solid was then dried at 120°C under vacuum for 24 h to yield 

activated sample. Yielded 15 mg 

3.2.1.4  Ce-TCBB (8) 

 

Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (0.06 mmol) 1,3,5-Tris(4′-carboxy[1,1′-biphenyl]-4-yl)benzene (0.036 mmol) , L-

proline (1mmol), 3 ml DMF, 50 µl diethylentriamine and 1 ml CH3CN were combined in a 13 mL 

pyrex tube, sealed and heated to 120°C for 24 h and cooled to room temperature. White block 

shape crystals of Ce-TCBB were then harvested. As synthesized sample of MOF 8 was washed 

with 10 mL of anhydrous DMF and immersed in 10 mL of ethanol for 3 days, during which time 

the ethanol was replaced three times a day. The solid was then dried at 120°C under vacuum for 

24 h to yield activated sample. Yielded 15 mg. 

3.2.1.5  Ce-BPTC (9) 

Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (0.07 mmol) Biphenyl-3,4′,5-tricarboxylic acid H3BHTC ligand  (0.036 mmol) , 

L-proline (1mmol), 3 ml DMF, 50 µl diethylentriamine and 1 ml CH3CN were combined in a 13 

mL pyrex tube, sealed and heated to 120°C for 24 h and cooled to room temperature. White block 

shape crystals of Ce-BPTC were then harvested. Yielded 10 mg. 
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3.2.1.6  Ce-BPETC (10) 

Ce-BPETC MOF was synthesized by the same procedure as Ce-BPTC MOF but by using 

Biphenylethenyl-3,4′,5-tricarboxylic acid ligand instead of Biphenyl-3,4′,5-tricarboxylic acid.  

yellowish block shape crystals were obtained after 1 day. Yielded 8 mg.  

 

3.2.1.7  Ce-In TATB MOF (11) 

In 25 ml pyrex tube Ce(NO3)3.6H2O (0.016 mmol), In(NO3)3.xH2O (0.018 mmol), TATB ligand  

(0.02 mmol) , 2-FBA (1.5mmol) 2 ml DMF 1 ml CH3CN, 3 drops of diethylentriamine were 

combined in a 25 mL pyrex tube, sealed and heated to 120°C for 24 h and cooled to room 

temperature. polyhedron crystals of Ce-In TATB were then harvested. As synthesized sample of 

MOF 11 was washed with 10 mL of anhydrous DMF and immersed in 10 mL of acetonitrile for 3 

days, during which time the acetonitrile was replaced three times a day. The solid was then dried 

at 120°C under vacuum for 24 h to yield activated sample. Yielded 13 mg. 
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3.3 Results and discussion 

Although the cerium belongs to the rare earth metals row, but the uniqueness in the interconversion 

between (+3/+4) oxidation states made several hindrances into synthetic routes.  

The selected tools in this study were mainly based on tritopic linkers and different collection of 

modulators such as 2-FBA, benzoic acid, triflouro acetic acid and L-proline.   

By the very early trials without using a modulator. Unsurprisingly, despite all our efforts, no Ce-

MOFs could be obtained; only amorphous phases has been detected whatever was the ligand used. 

The work initially started by using a reported MBBs by Mathey et al. by the reaction of 

Ce(NO3)3.6H2O with different carboxylic acids as pivalic acid and benzoic acid in presence of 

N,N,N donor ligand diethylenetriamine (L) yielded  cerium hexamers of Ce6O8(O2CtBu)8(L)4 and 

Ce6O8(O2CC6H5)8(L)4 respectively. 54 And then later exchange the acid (pivalic acid, benzoic acid) 

with the triangular carboxylic acid such as BTB under high temperature conditions varying from 

85°C, 105°C and 130 °C respectively.  

   

2Table 3.1: synthesis of cerium hexanuclear cluster bearing pivalate ligand 1(right), benzoate ligand 2 (left) which 

were reproduced and used in the experiment.54 
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With all conceivable efforts in this work, starting from low concentration of the ligand of about 

0.001 mmol up to 0.1 mmol at the certain temperatures, this path was unfortunately not successful. 

Instead of the expected exchange of the ligand, the degradation of the MBB during the heating 

reaction was detected.  

Directing the work back to start by one pot synthesis with all chemical components combined in 

the same vial. By introducing either benzoic or pivalic acid in the synthesis, unlike the 

aforementioned MMBs,54 The presence of both acids under the tested conditions did not lead to 

formation of any crystalline material even by varying the ratios between the metal, ligand and the 

modulator.    

This drives the work toward exploiting the advantage of using 2-FBA in the formation of rare earth 

oxo-clusters. An exception to the rare-earth family, the use of 2-FBA with cerium under the 

conditions reported in this manuscript didn’t allow to isolate cerium MOFs with 12-c cuo or 18-c 

eto. The obtained materials with this modulator isolated as new rod like SBUs with new 

connectivity. Besides, it did not force the formation of 18-c (nonanuclear cluster) or 12-c 

(nonanuclear or hexanuclear) MBBs but it can compete with the organic linker to occupy the 

coordination sites as it will be shown next.  

In this study, one shall note the clear impact of the modulator on the enhancement of the 

crystallinity of the obtained MOFs. Indeed, increasing the amount of modulators has allowed to 

improve the quality and the size of crystallites going from poorly crystalline powders to single 

crystals suitable for SC-XRD experiments. 
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Discussion will start with the symmetrical ligands, the first structure presented here is compound 

5 which named as Ce-TATB-1, it crystalizes in cubic symmetry with Pm-3n space group 

formulated as (C2H8N)2, [Ce4(O)2 (H2O)4(C7H4FO2)2(C24H12N3O6)8/3].x(solv). The uniqueness of 

this structure is reflected by the arrangement of cerium cations; it has four central cerium atoms 

making a joint tetramers bridged to each other by four 2-FBA moieties making an alternating 

tetranuclear-based rod like SBU. The connectivity of each tetramers is fulfilled by eight different 

ligands and the mentioned four 2-FBA. For each linker as participant in connecting three different 

units. As the geometry of the only tetramers was incompatible, 2-FBA take place in between the 

tetramers featuring an infinite rod SBU where every 4 cations linked to another 4 cations by 4 units 

of 2-FBA. In this structure the role of 2-FBA was not only limited to as modulator but also as a 

bridging ligand (which also has an impact on the porosity of the compound Figure (3.2)).  

An easy way to describe this structure is by ignoring the 2-FBA bridges and considering the 

network only formed by Ce-tetramers and TATB ligands. The topology of the resulting network 

can be derived from (3,8-c) the net (Figure 3.3; the net represented by cube MBB with 8-c vertices 

and tritopic MBB were the 3,8-connected). Overall, the structure of compound 5 is made of 2 

identical the networks interpenetrated were alternated tetramers (belonging to 2 different nets) are 

bridged though 2-FBA ligands. The overall topology fulfill 3,10-c new topology 
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40Figure 3.2: a) Crystal structure of Ce-TATB-1, b) TATB ligand, c) infinite 1D chain of cerium cations. In purple 

cerium, in blue nitrogen, in grey carbon, in red oxygen and in sky blue fluorine. 

 

41Figure 3.3: (right) interpenetration occurs in the framework of compound Ce-TATB-1. As representation of two 

the (3,8)-c net linked by the 2-FBA moieties,  (left) representation of (3, 8)-c net with the topology. Figure from 

RCSR database. 
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42Figure 3.4:  PXRD pattern of compound 5. 

 

The phase purity of the compound was confirmed by similarities between PXRD patterns from the 

calculated from crystal structure and as synthesized sample as shown above. 

Through the porosity analysis of the structure, the fact that the positioning of 2-FBA moieties on 

the apertures of the interpenetrated frameworks forbid the access of any gas molecule. The 

structure shows an inner cage with pore size of 16.3x 10.3 Å2 with theoretical estimated free 

volume of 40% of the framework and theoretical pore volume of 0.34 cm3g-1. All efforts carried 

out in order to make the apertures open, which in turn results in accessible cavities, via exchanging 

the 2-FBA molecules by smaller carboxylates (e.g. formate) were unsuccessful.  
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Second structure Ce-TATB-2 was obtained with the same ligand but this time using trifluoroacetic 

acid (H2-TFA) instead of 2-FBA. Earlier, TFA showed an excellent behavior in the modular 

synthesis and increase the mechanical stability and the obtained porosity of Zr MOFs and this fall 

in the context of trying different strategies to provide new Ce MOFs.55 Ce-TATB-2 It crystallizes 

in Fddd space group and shows an infinite 1D chain of cerium connected by the carboxylates of 

the ligand. Unexpected behavior upon the collection of the powder patterns PXRD of the 

framework, this structure is very sensitive upon removal from mother solvent where it collapses 

(completely amorphous) after immediate air contact.  

  

 

43Figure 3.5: a) Structure of Ce-TATB-2, b) TATB ligand, c) infinite 1D chain of cerium cations. In purple cerium, 

in blue nitrogen, in grey carbon and in red oxygen. 
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In the previous cases Ce-TATB-1 and Ce-TATB-2, noticeable changing of the modulator with the 

same organic linker, the outcome is two new different structures. This might be a consequence to 

the acidity of the solution in which both structures were isolated.   

Through using the next linker which is BTB, 1,3,5-Tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene. With similar 

method to the one with Ce-TATB-1 allowed to the formation of structure depicted in figure 3.6. 

BTB is a widely used linker in MOF synthesis due to it is high symmetry and the highly porous 

structures based on and it is well known and used since the early generation of MOFs. Lin et al. 

reported a serious of Ln MOFs noted as a family of lanthanide–organic frameworks (LOFs) LOFs, 

and Ce LOF was one of the isostructural analogues were mentioned in the study.56 Great 

characteristic behavior observed in the adsorption performance of the resulting materials about 

stepwise and hysteretic sorption behavior for La, Ce, Pr LOFs. 

. The structure depicted in figure 3.6 is mainly based on infinite 1D rod SBU of cerium cations 

linked by oxygens from the carboxylate ligands to form 3D framework. Each cerium coordinates 

to six ligands and one DMF molecule. Each cerium is connected to a neighboring cerium through 

the carboxylate of the ligands and DMF molecule. Through crystal structure and elemental analysis 

it is formulated as [Ce2(C27H15O6)2(DMF)2].x(solv) 
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44Figure 3.6: a) Structure of Ce-BTB, b) BTB ligand, c) infinite 1D chain of cerium cations. in purple cerium, in 

grey carbon and in red oxygen. 

 

The bulk phase purity of Ce-BTB was confirmed by similarities between the experimental and 

calculated powder X-ray diffraction patterns (Figure 3.7).  

Porosity of this compound toward nitrogen has been investigated and the optimal pore volume was 

achieved by activating 20 mg of the MOF at 200°C after soaking in CH3CN or ethanol for three 

days with changing the solvent with fresh amount every 12h. The framework has a free volume of 

about 54% with calculated pore volume of 0.535 cm3g-1 which close to the experimental value 

obtained of 0.53 cm3g-.(Figure3.8) 

Then later trials with TFA with BTB linker didn’t allow the isolation of any crystalline phase.  
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45Figure 3.7: The calculated and experimental powder X-ray diffraction patterns of 7 showing the bulk phase purity 

of the material. 

 

 

46Figure 3.8: nitrogen isotherm of compound 7 at 77 K. 
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In the coming text, the BTB linker was extended by a phenyl ring between the benzene core and 

peripheral phenyl in the three directions, in this case neither by using 2-FBA nor TFA were capable 

to form any crystallites.  

The need to find another modulator rises a comprehensive trials by using mono amino acid called 

L-proline, and it was the key point in forming the next structure. As the use of amino acids have 

already shown an effective role in the chemistry of Zr obtaining larger and homogenous crystals.44 

Since it was very challenging to isolate any crystalline material with Ce cations and TCBB ligands 

using 2-FBA or TFA, it seemed to be worth to try L-proline as a modulator. Indeed, the use of the 

later amino acid turned to be successful and allowed to obtain single crystal of Ce-TCBB based 

MOF (or compound 8) with the formula  [Ce(C45H27O6)].x(solv) .  Compound 8 crystalizes in 

triclinic symmetry with P-1 space group. The infinite 1D chain of the framework has different 

cerium coordination environments. The coordination sites of first Ce1 is occupied by five oxygen 

atoms belonging to carboxylates while the neighboring atom coordinated to oxygen atoms 

belonging to six carboxylates and this alternation between six and five ligands occur along the 

chain. As illustrated in (Figure 3.9). The remaining sites occupied by solvent molecules and each 

linker coordinated to three cerium cations. 
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47Figure 3.9: a) Crystal structure of Ce-TCBB, b) TCBB ligand, c) infinite 1D chain of cerium cations. In purple 

cerium, in grey carbon and in red oxygen. 

 

The phase purity of crystalline material of Ce-TCBB was confirmed by the matching between as-

synthesized and calculated PXRD patterns (Figure3.10) 
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48Figure 3.10: PXRD pattern of compound 8. 

 

Although the channels have a free volume of 61% of the framework, but the experimental porosity 

study towards nitrogen for this structure did not reach the optimum value even with supercritical 

CO2 activation method. The maximum experimental pore volume is 0.29 cm3g-1 while the 

calculated around 0.77 cm3g-1. This might be a cause of the partial collapse of the framework upon 

guest removal. 
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49Figure 3.11: nitrogen isotherm of compound 8. 

 

Further,  by employment of the less symmetrical ligands, compound 9 was obtained via the 

combination of cerium nitrates and the BPTC ligand in solvothermal reaction, the structure 

crystallizes in orthorhombic unit cell with space group I41/a. with the 

formula [Ce(H2O)(C15H7O6)].x(solv). The cerium cations were connected to the carboxylate of six 

ligands as well as to one water molecule. The infinite 1D chain shows a ladder like SBU and the 

overall structure has a uniform channels of 9.73x9.5Å2, unfortunately after several activation 

methods this structure was nonporous. This might be due the non-stability of the MOF upon 

solvent exchange and guest removal. 
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50Figure 3.12: a) Structure of Ce- BPTC, b) BPTC ligand, c) infinite 1D chain of cerium cations. in purple cerium, 

in grey carbon and in red oxygen. 

 

The phase purity of crystalline material for 9 was confirmed by the matching between as-

synthesized and calculated PXRD patterns. 
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51Figure 3.13: PXRD pattern of compound 9. 

 

Compound 10 was obtained under exact same condition as the aforementioned structure, using 

BPETC ligand, In this case, the utilization of elongated analogue of BPTC has drastically changed 

the yielded crystalline structure. Indeed, the 1D chain is no longer observed while the obtained 

structure is based on dimers of cerium bridged by four carboxylate of different BPETC linker, 

while each cerium is coordinated to two oxygen atoms belongs to the same ligand and two DMF 

molecules. Similarities between the calculated and as synthesized powder patterns by PXRD are 

shown in (Figure 3.15). By several trials to activate this material no porosity toward nitrogen was 

achieved indicating that the structure was non porous. This referred to structure analysis it shows 

a window aperture of 2.5x4.3 Å2 which is too narrow to allow the gas molecule to be adsorbed. 

Next I will discuss the possibility to form Ce clusters by introducing a second metal instead of 

only replacing the modulator. and the associated effects of this upon structure formation. 
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52Figure 3.14: a) Structure of Ce-BPETC , b) BPETC ligand, c) infinite 1D chain of cerium cations. in purple 

cerium, in grey carbon and in red oxygen. 

 

53Figure 3.15: PXRD pattern of compound 10. 
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3.4  Mixed Metal-organic Framework 

3.4.1 Results and discussion 

Through the continuous work in explorations the possible structures which contain cerium, the 

idea of introducing a second metal cations which can easily form clusters such as iron or indium 

(known to form trimers), to help the formation of new hetero-metallic clusters.  

The work of  Zheng et al. inspired us to track the possibility to form new hetero metallic inorganic 

MBBs or if we will be able to isolate the same reported MBB.57 In the reported study the RE metals 

were chosen based on Praseodymium and Neodymium, mixed with Indium and 1,3,5-trimesic acid 

(BTC) and 1,3,5-Tris(4-carboxyphenyl)benzene (BTB). That allow to isolate two new inorganic 

MBBs based on In ad Nd [In3Nd(OH)4]
8+ CPM-18-Nd and CPM-19- [In3Nd2(OH)3O]10+ 

respectively.  

When we normally use two different metals in the same synthetic pot, the expected results out of 

this combination falling into two main routes i) both metals can react separately with the organic 

linker providing a mixture of two different phases in the same vial, ii) both can participate in the 

reaction providing one type of building units containing simultaneously giving rise to new building 

block.  

Driven by the development of the new inorganic building blocks and the demand on having cluster 

contains cerium, the mixed metal part in this work established with TATB ligand and cerium and 

indium nitrates salts. The obtained structure was a pentamer similar in it is crystal structure to the 

aforementioned CPM-19. For unknown reason, by the employment of the same reported method, 

amorphous phase was detected and no SC formation of any compound, later and after the 
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experience gained with the cerium MOFs, by introducing 2-FBA mixed with diethylentriamine 

(DETA) in the solvothermal reaction appearance of the octahedron crystals after 24h in the oven 

was observed. It crystallizes in cubic symmetry with P213 space group. The structure is constructed 

from pentameric [In3Ce2(OH)3O]10+ clusters which can form distorted trigonal bipyramid (Figure 

3.16). the structure formulated as [In3Ce2(µ3-O)(OH)3(H2O)6(C24H12N3O6)3]NO3  x(solv). 

Each pentameric cluster is coordinated to 12 other clusters through eight ligands (Figure 3.17). 

It has two types of cages: one is octahedral and the other is tetrahedral with estimated accessible 

volume of about 70%.  

 

54Figure 3.16: the penta-nuclear cluster Indium in (green), Cerium in (purple), oxygen in red and carbon in grey. In 

middle MBB of In-Ce TATB. 
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The effect of introducing a second metal was to check the limitation on cerium cluster formation, 

By including Indium as a second metal in the synthesis, it is prove that cerium can participate to 

form the cluster based MOF in single crystal form. 

55Figure 3.17: the coordination sphere around the penta-nuclear cluster, Indium in (green), Cerium in (purple), 

oxygen in red and carbon in grey. Eight TATB ligands around the cluster. 

 

56Figure 3.18: Illustration of the two cavities in the structure: cavity A (point to point) = 9.66 x 16.94 Å2 right, on 

the left cavity B (point to point) = 11.4 x 8.84 Å2. 

 

A B 
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The bulk phase purity of compound 11 was confirmed by similarities between the experimental 

and calculated powder X-ray diffraction patterns Figure 3.19. 

 

57Figure 3.19: PXRD patterns for calculated and as synthesized for compound 11. 

 

 

58Figure 3.20: TGA analysis for compound 11. 
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59Figure 3.21: PXRD patterns collected at different temperatures for compound 11. 

 

PXRD patterns were also collected at different temperatures, it was performed in parallel with 

TGA, and through PXRD the crystallinity lost around 300°C while in TGA the framework 

departure upon same temperature. As the calculated weight loss compatible with calculated 

formula. 

The assessment of chemical stability of the MOF in variety of organic solvents as well as in water 

was carried out using PXRD. Within soaking for 24h, the change occur in the intensity and the 

broadening was not observed except in alcohols.    
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60Figure 3.22: PXRD patterns collected after soaking compound 11 in different solvents for 24h. 

 

To get more insight about the elements ratio in the structure, EDX and ICP-OES analysis were 

performed, as in figure 3.23 the elemental mapping showed the uniform distribution of both 

metals in the crystal. Combined with ICP results showed the percentage of cerium in the crystals 

is about 33% and indium 67% which matches to the calculated values.  
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61Figure 3.23 : Elemental mapping for the compound in turquoise (cerium), in blue (oxygen), in purple (indium) 

and in red (carbon). 

. 

 

62Figure 3.24: EDS analysis of In-Ce TATB MOF. 

 

 

Element Wt% At% 

  CK 55.23 76.05 

  OK 15.60 16.12 

 InL 17.11 02.46 

 CeL 06.83 00.81 
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Unlike the structure reported with Benzene core, Nd-In or Pr-In, the porosity of the Ce-In 

compound is significantly higher than the aforementioned structures.57 As they used the inorganic 

pentanuclear MBB with BTB ligand. By moving to the triazine core ligand we obtained higher 

porosity and five times more BET surface area of 1873 m2/g compared to the reported study. As 

well as using cerium as the second metal in the MBB. The structure has a free volume about 75% 

of the framework with experimental PV= 0.8 cm
3

/g 

 

 
63Figure 3.25: Nitrogen sorption isotherm of Ce-In TATB MOF.  
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3.5 Summary  
 

In summary, six structures based on cerium MOFs were isolated and the corresponding crystal 

structures were described. Beside that some of nitrogen sorption were reported.  

 The main objective behind the performed study in this chapter was the exploration of the possible 

structures which can be formed under the tested experimental conditions with either pure cerium 

metal or hetero metallic system.   

To my opinion this work has a lot of factors which didn’t allow the formation of any pure single 

crystal cerium cluster based MOF, the main reason could be the modulator as I already discussed 

in the chapter, for example, by changing the modulator we either did not isolate crystalline material 

or got different Ce-TATB MOFs. The combination of solvents could also play a role in the 

synthesis of MOFs.  

In addition to the work on pure cerium metal, mixed metal MOF based on heterometallic cluster 

based on In-Ce was also obtained and characterized. Different gases sorption study also need to 

be done.  

Next is to find a proper application where cerium properties can be used such energy related 

applications and catalysis. 
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Chapter 4  
 

4.1 Future work 

 

The findings presented in this thesis are focused primarily upon design, synthesis, and 

characterization of novel Metal-Organic Framework through employing molecular building block 

(MBB) approach, which encompasses introducing the desired properties at the design step before 

the assembly process. The most significant achievement was the capability to introduce new 

MBBs, which can open the door for investigating the role of modulator and the organic MBBs.  

Briefly, this study presented several tasks: (i) investigation of the influence of several factors (i.e. 

modulators, geometry of linkers, etc.) on new topology-MOFs, with the formation of high 

connectivity clusters. (ii) Synthesis of novel RE materials and with emphasis on tritopic ligands 

showing their gas sorption properties. In this regard, inspiring from the structures of already known 

MOFs (gea, pek and aea), we were able to study the influence of a range of tricarboxylic ligands, 

showing different degree of symmetries, on the crystallization of new MOFs.  Though, the 

potential of exploration in this direction is still very promising. (iii) The implementation of the 

hetero-metal approach via the usage of two metal cations lead to the assembly of stable framework 

with an accessible structure with high porosity. It is therefore considered worthwhile to admit that 

due to changes in the experimental conditions, the variation in connectivity in the organic MBBs 

has a structure-directing impact on networks. In the outlooks of these chapters, more efforts should 

be devoted to the use of the obtained MBBs with benzoic acid or pivalic acid and then alternating 
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the ligand further need to be done in different conditions e.g. in room temperature or at relatively 

low temperature (55 °C), different mixture of solvents, etc.  

Overall, this work will be further expanded in the future by completing the full  gas studies of the 

structures To assess the uptake capacity utilizing different sorts of sorbate molecules such as H2, 

CO2, and CH4 through a broad range of pressures and temperatures. It would be also of interest to 

employ different ligands especially with mixed-metal systems involving other lighter metal cations 

such as Al(III) or Cr(III).  
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APPENDIX 

 

Appendix A: Crystallographic tables. 

Table A.1. Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1040. 

Empirical formula C72H36Ce2In3N9O28 

Formula weight 2176.92 

Crystal system, space group Cubic, P213 

Unit cell dimensions a = 26.7052(3) Å  

Volume 19045.3(6) Å3 

Z, calculated density 4, 0.759 Mg m-3 

F(000) 4256 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 6.81 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 0.550 and 0.753 

Crystal size 0.04 × 0.04 × 0.05 mm 

Shape, color Octahedron, yellowish 

 range for data collection 2.3–66.7° 

Limiting indices -31 ≤ h ≤ 31, -29 ≤ k ≤ 31, -31 ≤ l ≤ 29 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

99521 / 11181 (Rint = 0.059) / 9291 

Completeness to max = 66.7° 99.9 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 11181 / 97 / 240 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.112, wR2 = 0.342 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.125, wR2 = 0.358 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.2P)2]-1* 

Flack parameter 0.424(6) 

Goodness-of-fit 1.58 

Largest diff. peak and hole 4.79 and -2.23 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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Table A.2 Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1048. 

Empirical formula C82H64Ce4F2N10O26 

Formula weight 2203.91 

Crystal system, space group Cubic, Pm-3n 

Unit cell dimensions a = 26.0870(4) Å 

Volume 17753.0(8) Å3 

Z, calculated density 6, 1.237 Mg m-3 

F(000) 6504 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 12.2 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 0.751 and 0.595 

Crystal size 0.16 × 0.16 × 0.20 mm 

Shape, color Cubic, colorless 

 range for data collection 2.4–54.2° 

Limiting indices -9 ≤ h ≤ 27, -24 ≤ k ≤ 18, -27 ≤ l ≤ 22 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

25354 / 1967 (Rint = 0.059) / 1550 

Completeness to max = 54.2° 99.9 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 1967 / 150 / 166 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.101, wR2 = 0.327 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.124, wR2 = 0.353 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.2P)2]-1* 

Goodness-of-fit 1.56 

Largest diff. peak and hole 0.70 and -1.73 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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TableA.3. Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1052. 

Empirical formula C66H56Ce2N4O17 

Formula weight 1457.38 

Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, P21/c 

Unit cell dimensions a = 15.1417(9) Å, a = 28.726(2) Å, c = 16.213(1) Å, 

 = 96.758(4) 

Volume 7003.0(7) Å3 

4 2, 1.389 Mg m-3 

F(000) 2928 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 10.47 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 0.753 and 0.554 

Crystal size 0.02 × 0.02 × 0.06 mm 

Shape, color Prism, colorless 

 range for data collection 2.9–66.9° 

Limiting indices -17 ≤ h ≤ 14, -34 ≤ k ≤ 34, -18 ≤ l ≤ 19 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

46802 / 12275 (Rint = 0.069) / 10816 

Completeness to max = 66.9° 98.7 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 12275 / 0 / 403 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.084, wR2 = 0.214 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.094, wR2 = 0.219 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.053P)2 + 183.363P]-1* 

Goodness-of-fit 1.16 

Largest diff. peak and hole 2.66 and -2.51 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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TableA.4. Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1062. 

Empirical formula C15H9CeO7 

Formula weight 441.34 

Crystal system, space group Tetragonal, I41/a 

Unit cell dimensions a = 29.031(1), Å, c = 13.7801(6) Å  

Volume 11613.9(9) Å3 

Z, calculated density 16, 1.010 Mg m-3 

F(000) 3408 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 12.29 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 0.753 and 0.478 

Crystal size 0.02 × 0.02 × 0.24 mm 

Shape, color Rod, colorless 

 range for data collection 5.6–65.7° 

Limiting indices -34 ≤ h ≤ 17, -28 ≤ k ≤ 30, -10 ≤ l ≤ 15 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

9143 / 4323 (Rint = 0.044) / 3999 

Completeness to max = 65.7° 90.0 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 4323 / 0 / 106 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.059, wR2 = 0.171 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.062, wR2 = 0.173 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.108P)2 + 92.759P]-1* 

Goodness-of-fit 1.10 

Largest diff. peak and hole 2.22 and -0.84 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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TableA.5. Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1071. 

Empirical formula C34H22Ce2NO24 

Formula weight 1187.07 

Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, C2/c 

Unit cell dimensions a = 29.905(3) Å, b = 14.196(1) Å, c = 13.912(1) Å, 

 = 99.604(4) Å 

Volume 5823(1) Å3 

Z, calculated density 4, 1.354 Mg m-3 

F(000) 2360 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 12.44 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 0.753 and 0.436 

Crystal size 0.12 × 0.16 × 0.28 mm 

Shape, color Prism, colorless 

 range for data collection 4.6–66.8° 

Limiting indices -35 ≤ h ≤ 19, -16 ≤ k ≤ 16, -16 ≤ l ≤ 15 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

19308 / 5088 (Rint = 0.039) / 4821 

Completeness to max = 66.8° 98.4 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 5088 / 116 / 305 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.044, wR2 = 0.121 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.045, wR2 = 0.123 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.0698P)2 + 38.4351P]-1* 

Goodness-of-fit 1.09 

Largest diff. peak and hole 1.29 and -0.66 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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TableA.6. Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1078. 

Empirical formula C398H320N98O210Y36 

Formula weight 13143.07 

Crystal system, space group Orthorhombic, Pmmn 

Unit cell dimensions a = 54.624(3) Å, b = 33.660(2) Å, c = 23.139(1) Å  

Volume 42545(4) Å3 

Z, calculated density 2, 1.026 Mg m-3 

F(000) 13156 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 3.64 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 0.143 and 0.044 

Crystal size 0.01 × 0.06 × 0.08 mm 

Shape, color Plate, colorless 

 range for data collection 5.2–44.6° 

Limiting indices -48 ≤ h ≤ 49, -19 ≤ k ≤ 30, -21 ≤ l ≤ 21 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

71818 / 17472 (Rint = 0.157) / 8124 

Completeness to max = 44.7° 99.1 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 17472 / 224 / 182 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.103, wR2 = 0.287 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.165, wR2 = 0.337 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.2P)2]-1* 

Goodness-of-fit 0.94 

Largest diff. peak and hole 2.20 and -1.60 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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TableA.7. Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1086. 

Empirical formula C45H27CeO6 

Formula weight 803.78 

Crystal system, space group Triclinic, P-1 

Unit cell dimensions a = 10.835(1) Å, b = 22.438(3) Å c = 42.033(3) Å, 

 = 88.74(1),  = 88.010(9),  = 76.07(1) 

Volume 9911(2) Å3 

Z, calculated density 6, 0.808 Mg m-3 

F(000) 2418 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 5.55 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 1.000 and 0.525 

Crystal size 0.02 × 0.22 × 0.22 mm 

Shape, color Thin plate, colorless 

 range for data collection 2.0–57.9° 

Limiting indices -10 ≤ h ≤ 11, -13 ≤ k ≤ 24, -38 ≤ l ≤ 32 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

19774 / 12780 (Rint = 0.068) / 10277 

Completeness to max = 57.9° 46.5 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 12780 / 52 / 241 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.216, wR2 = 0.570 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.234, wR2 = 0.570 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.2P)2]-1* 

Goodness-of-fit 2.65 

Largest diff. peak and hole 4.00 and -5.65 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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Table A.8. Crystal data and structure refinement conditions for KME_1108. 

Empirical formula C142H100N4O34Y6 

Formula weight 2939.71 

Crystal system, space group Monoclinic, C2/m 

Unit cell dimensions a = 16.4529(8) Å, b = 43.437(2) Å, 

 c = 10.3524(4) Å,  = 98.315(2) Å 

Volume 7320.7(6) Å3 

Z, calculated density 2, 1.334 Mg m-3 

F(000) 2972 

Temperature (K) 100.0(1) 

Radiation type,  Cu K1.54178 Å 

Absorption coefficient 3.65 mm-1 

Absorption correction Multi-scan 

Max and min transmission 0.149 and 0.08 

Crystal size 0.04 × 0.06 × 0.10 mm 

Shape, colour Prism, yellow 

 range for data collection 4.1–66.7° 

Limiting indices -19 ≤ h ≤ 19, -51 ≤ k ≤ 50, -11 ≤ l ≤ 12 

Reflection collected / unique / observed with 

I > 2(I) 

59882 / 6385 (Rint = 0.048) / 5373 

Completeness to max = 66.7° 96.8 % 

Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F2 

Data / restraints / parameters 6385 / 75 / 437 

Final R indices [I > 2(I)] R1 = 0.058, wR2 = 0.178 

Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.066, wR2 = 0.188 

Weighting scheme [2(Fo
2) + (0.1217P)2 + 8.3447P]-1* 

Goodness-of-fit 1.13 

Largest diff. peak and hole 1.33 and -0.60 e Å-3 

*P = (Fo
2 + 2Fc

2)/3 
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Appendix B: IR spectroscopy 

64Figure B1: IR spectra for compound 1. 

65Figure B2: IR spectra for compound 3. 
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